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Propose an efficient intermodal managerial structure for the Axis as a 
pilot system for the whole Corridor. 

Develop the “green corridor” concept in the Lyon-Madrid Axis as a pilot 
system scalable to the whole Corridor. 

Identify the main bottlenecks on the corridor and to propose solutions 
to these bottlenecks. 

Carry out an analysis of supply and demand on the Axis. 

Develop a strategic plan for ICT integration among the Axis agents and 
administrations in order to facilitate the coordination and execution of 
intermodal activities. 

Efficiently promotion of the Axis as a section of the Mediterranean 
Corridor. 

Main objectives of the Action: 



Which are the main traffic flows on the axis ? 

Which are the intermodal regular services on the corridor ? 

Which terminals are on the corridors ? 

Which services they offer ? What needs to be improved? 

The questions we would like to answer 

How is the demand for transport  services  on the axis? 

What are the financial requirements for the development of the corridor ? 

Is there a real liberalisation of rail freight services ? 

How to manage a corridor ? 

How to coordinate the activity in areas in which different terminals coexist ? 

How can we coordinate the different transport modes in this axis ? 

What means an “integrated corridor” ? 

How ICT can help to a more sustainable corridor ? 

How to implement the e-freight ? 
What is a “green corridor” ? 

How to integrate the “greening objectives” into a future corridor development plan ? 

What to do the get a more sustainable corridor ? 

How to compare  different intermodal services in terms of sustainability ? 

How to get the opinion of the different stakeholders ? 



Assignment of road and rail 
traffic (2010) 
 
 
 

Road 

Rail 

CLYMA demand analysis: assignment of road and rail traffic 



Expectativas de crecimiento del tráfico ferroviario 

Rail traffic growth 
 
 
 
 

2010 

2020 

2030 

4/13/18MT 4/15/21MT 

2/15/20MT 

11/29/39MT 

CLYMA demand analysis: rail traffic growth expectations 



Main infrastructure problems on the Lyon-Madrid axis   

Infrastructural discontinuity for freight traffic 

 2 track gauges: UIC between Lyon and Barcelona, Iberian between Barcelona and Madrid 

 3 voltages: 3kV in Spanish Iberian and mixed gauge, 25 kV in Mollet-TP Ferro and 1,5 kV in 
France 

 3 safety systems: ERTMS in Spanish UIC tracks, ASFA in Spanish conventional and KVB in France 

 3 infrastructure administrators (RFF, ADIF & TP Ferro) 

 

The difficulties of each country network 

 Spain: Problems related to infrastructure (UIC, train length limited to 500 m, ramps > 15‰) but 
no capacity restrictions 

 France: trains up to 850m, with no slopes but capacity limitations in certain sections  (a.e. 
Narbonne-Nimes) 

 



Main infrastructure problems on the Lyon-Madrid axis   

Crossbordering 

 Through Le Perthus: 3 electrification systems (25kV, 3kV & 1,5kV), 3 security systems 
(ERTMS, ASFA &KVB), gradient > 18‰, toll, traction costs extremely high, only line in Europe 
designed for HS and freight. But the main problem is the lack of traction. 

 Through Cerbere-Port Bou: Transshipment or axle change. Increase of cost and time. No 
capacity problems 

 Non continuity of services 

 

Other problems 

 Slots management 

 Rolling stock availability 

 Congestion 



Infrastructure actions at lines and nodes in the Lyon-Madrid axis 



Line description of the Spanish section 



The critical bottlenecks in the Spanish section 

 Rail access to port terminals in Barcelona and Tarragona (mainly UIC) 

 UIC rail access to cargo terminals and factories (SEAT, CELSA, BASF, La Llagosta,…)   

 Congestion in metropolitan areas (Madrid, Barcelona) 

 International trains limited to 500m 

 Lack of authorised locomotives 

 Lack of rolling stock 

 For international trains, drivers must speak French 

 Lack of international commercial viable slots for freight trains 

 The “missing” section in the Mediterranean Corridor for freight (Madrid-Zaragoza-
Barcelona) in particular the northern track (Lleida)  



Terminal analysis in the Spanish section 



Problems at Spanish intermodal terminals  
 

Infrastructure problems: 
 

 Rail access to port terminals in Barcelona and Tarragona 

 Difficulties to enlarge some terminals (Azuqueca, Port Bou, Granollers, Abroñigal, 
Coslada) as they are in urban areas. 

 UIC not available (except Morrot and Port of Barcelona) 

 750-metre long loading/unloading tracks are not available (except Morrot and 
port terminals) 

 In some terminals tracks are not continuous but “dead end of line” 

 Small terminals are not autonomous, they need to be supported by an ADIF 
technical installation 

 



Problems at Spanish intermodal terminals 
 

Services issues: 
 

 No services for controlled temperature ITU 

 No facilities for dangerous goods storage (except Bayer/Bertchi) 

 Few terminals have cleaning services for ITU (Plaza, tmZ, Monzón and Azuqueca) 
and maintenance (Plaza, Azuqueca) 

 Not advanced services for goods 

 Not all the terminals provide custom and inspection services 

 There are no terminals for some products (example: new cars) 

 Terminals have different performance level. In general, productivity has to be 
improved, but there are notable exceptions (tmZ, Coslada, Constantí or 
Granollers have good performance levels) 



MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

 Demand exists 

 Infrastructure problems in Spain 

 Capacity problems in France (high congestion in some sections) 

 Enormous difficulties to start new international rail services 

 Cross-bordering problems (3 voltage, 3 security systems, slope, toll or 
transhipment, HS and freight mixt line,…). The result is an extremely high 
cost for an international service 

 Some terminals with low performance and poor services 

 Lack of international services offer due to infrastructure and non-
infrastructure problems (the most important one: lack of available 
locomotives and rolling stock) 

 Non continuity of international services 

 Slot management 




